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Learning Hub is LIVE! 

Celebrating a great achievement of the People & Culture 
Department

For More information about our solutions and products, feel free 
to reach out to sales@securitas.ae
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We are delighted to announce that wef1st June 2021 the Learning Hub is LIVE!

Securitas UAE is the first country in the AMEA going live with the new learning

management system and the second country within the whole Securitas.

We are proud to say that we have programmes for all staff!

The training programmes cover the induction process, “Welcome to Securitas”, and

develops into three main streams, Bronze, Silver and Gold, according to the ambition

of the security officer. Moreover, there is an offering covering the three main verticals

at Securitas UAE, namely luxury retail, education and data centres.

All security officers will undergo the Bronze programme within 3 months from

enrolment. This programme contains all the basic courses that a security officer at

Securitas should take, namely report writing, first aid essentials, fire smarts patrolling,

report writing and many others. After the Bronze programme, our security officers will

be automatically enrolled in specialised vertical training. Therefore, security officers

working in a boutique will undergo courses pertinent to luxury retail, whereas

someone working in school take courses in education and child protection and

someone else working in data centres will have to sit the pertinent courses for

security in data centres.

Well performing staff will be invited to enroll either in the Silver or Gold programme.

This will entitle the employee to apply to either supervisory or managerial roles within

Securitas.

Along with the same Bronze, Silver and Gold logic, there are courses coming for

office staff as well!!!

“Education is the most wonderful weapon that you can use to change the 

world” 

by Nelson Mandela 
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